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The Universal Core Vocabulary 

The Problem  

Among the 56.6 million students in the US public schools (National Center for Education 

Statistics, 2019), approximately 566,000 have significant cognitive disabilities (SCD) that 

prevent them from achieving grade level academic standards even with accommodations (Office 

of Special Education Programs [OSEP], 2005). Coined by the U.S. Department of Education, the 

term SCD is used to describe a group of students who receive special education services under a 

variety of disability categories (e.g., autism, multiple disabilities, traumatic brain injury, etc.) and 

have an intellectual disability that is characterized by “significant limitations both in intellectual 

functioning and adaptive behavior, which covers many every day social and practical skills” 

(American Association of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 2017, para. 1). They have 

impairments in short- and long-term memory and metacognition that make them learn at rates 

that are slower than other students with and without disabilities and make it challenging for them 

to generalize skills (Kleinert, Browder, & Towles-Reeves, 2009; Nash, Clark, & Karvonen, 

2015). These characteristics lead students with SCD to require extensive, repeated, 

individualized instruction and support including substantially adapted materials and 

individualized methods of accessing information, to acquire, maintain, demonstrate, and transfer 

skills across settings (Dynamic Learning Maps Consortium, 2016). Approximately 35% of these 

students also have complex communication needs (CCN) that prevent them from using speech, 

signs, or symbols to meet their face-to-face communication needs (Erickson & Geist, 2016). 

Students with SCD and CCN need intensive augmentative and alternative communication 

(AAC) intervention to improve their symbolic communication skills (Erickson & Geist, 2016). 

Historically, these services have mainly been provided by speech-language pathologists (SLPs); 
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however, when students with SCD and CCN have access to SLPs with expertise in AAC, they 

typically receive only one or two small group sessions each week (Brandel & Loeb, 2011). We 

can infer from caseload data that it would be highly unusual for individual students with 

significant cognitive disabilities to spend more than one hour per week with an SLP (ASHA, 

2018).  For students who are not yet using speech, sign language, or aided AAC systems to 

communicate, this intensity of instruction and opportunity to learn is markedly inadequate. 

These limited services contribute to the challenges many students with SCD and CCN 

experience in trying to acquire flexible symbolic communication skills.  

Research suggests that students with SCD and CCN can acquire symbolic 

communication skills (Snell et al., 2010). However, their success is often restricted by the 

vocabulary and symbols others select for them (Brewster, 2013; Morrow, Mirenda, Beukelman, 

& Yorkston, 1993; Trembath, Balandin, & Togher, 2007). While there are guidelines to support 

vocabulary selection (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2013), the process is often an area of debate with 

respect to students with severe intellectual and developmental disabilities. The debate centers 

around balancing the shorter-term benefits of concrete and often activity-specific vocabulary and 

the longer-term benefits of more abstract conceptual vocabulary that is generalizable across 

contexts, partners, and functions (Geist, Erickson, Greer, Hatch, & Erwin-Davidson, 2016; 

Snodgrass, Stoner, & Angell, 2013; Van Tatenhove, 2009). As a result of a history of targeting 

the former (e.g., Schlosser & Sigafoos, 2002; Snell, Chen, & Hoover, 2006), the evidence base 

supporting the use of conceptual vocabulary among beginning communicators with SCD and 

CCN is limited (e.g., Adamson, Romski, Deffebach, & Sevcik, 1992; Snodgrass et al., 2013).  
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Vocabulary Selection for Students with SCD and CCN 

Historically, initial lexicon considerations for students with SCD and CCN have focused 

on symbols that represent preferred items or activities (Beukelman, McGinnis, & Morrow, 1991; 

Schlosser & Sigafoos, 2002; Snell et al., 2006) in order to promote requesting (Frost & Bondy, 

2002) and functional communication (Adamson, et al., 1992). These items are generally selected 

through preference assessments (Sigafoos & Reichle, 1992; Snell, et al., 2006), which results in a 

focus on concrete vocabulary allowing communication partners to reinforce successful 

communication efforts through contingent reinforcement. Vocabulary highlighting student 

preferences also harnesses the power of student attention, increasing the likelihood of joint 

attention, which is the process assumed to assist learners in mapping words to their referents 

(Tomasello, 2003). However, the context-specific nature of the vocabulary limits opportunities 

for teaching and learning while restricting purposes for communication primarily to the 

communicative function of requesting (Dodd & Gorey, 2013).  

This emphasis on preferred items and activities is often accompanied by the prioritization 

of concrete vocabulary over conceptual vocabulary (Van Tatenhove, 2009). Concrete vocabulary 

generally includes object nouns, as well as some action verbs and descriptors, which are all 

relatively easy to learn because students can physically interact with the objects and perform or 

observe the actions associated with the words. Learning concrete vocabulary in aided AAC is 

further supported by the fact that it is possible to represent these concrete items, actions, or 

attributes with highly transparent graphic symbols that visually resemble their referents and are 

therefore highly guessable (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2013; Schlosser, & Sigafoos, 2002).  

While this approach has both cognitive and linguistic developmental advantages, the 

context-specific nature of concrete vocabulary limits opportunities for teaching, learning, and use 
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while restricting opportunities for combining words (Dodd & Gorey, 2013). For example, 

consider the graphic symbols for a preferred food (e.g., “cracker”) and a preferred activity (e.g., 

“music”). There are few opportunities to use or see others use these symbols throughout the day, 

as these symbols can only be used to label or request and cannot be meaningfully combined.  

For many students with SCD and CCN, the vocabulary they are provided routinely 

changes in order to accommodate particular activities or routines (Deckers, Van Zaalen, Van 

Balkom & Verhoeven, 2017; Van Tatenhove, 2009). Furthermore, their access to aided AAC 

systems is often limited to formats that present nine or fewer messages, with nearly half of 

students with SCD and CCN typically restricted to symbols presented one or two at a time, and 

fewer than a quarter likely to have access to more sophisticated speech generating devices 

(Erickson & Geist, 2016). This common approach to presenting individual symbols or creating 

displays with words and symbols related to a specific activity or environment may promote 

successful use in specific contexts. However, this practice is likely to create barriers to 

generalized use and communication access, as words available during one activity are often not 

available in subsequent activities or routines. When vocabulary does reappear, it is often in 

combination with other novel words and in different locations relative to other available symbols 

(e.g., the graphic symbol representing ball appears on the left of an array of four symbols used 

during free time, and the same symbol appears on the right in an array of 4 symbols used during 

a shared reading interaction). As students with SCD require more intense repetition, stability, and 

predictability for learning (Kleinert, et al., 2009; Nash, et al., 2015), continually changing the 

vocabulary and/or its location to support activity-specific communication may not optimally 

support word learning and communication development. 
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Core Vocabulary 

Core vocabulary is a term used to describe the relatively small set of words that are used 

most frequently in oral and written language (Banajee, Dicarlo, & Stricklin, 2003; Deckers, et 

al., 2017; Trembath et al., 2007). Rather than specific nouns, core words are primarily pronouns, 

verbs, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, adjectives, and determiners. The fact that core vocabulary 

words comprise much of spoken language and are essential to the expression of novel messages 

has been confirmed through a number of studies investigating typically developing young 

children (e.g., Banajee, et al., 2003), mono and bilingual school-aged children with and without 

language impairments (e.g., Boenisch & Soto, 2015), children with intellectual disabilities 

(Deckers, et al., 2017), as well as adults (e.g., Balandin & Iacono, 1998). A core vocabulary 

approach to initial lexicon selection leverages the utility of context-independent words to support 

receptive and expressive communication across contexts, partners, purposes, and functions. 

There is increased interest in investigating the use of core vocabulary as an alternative to 

the exclusive use of concrete vocabulary as an initial lexicon for students with SCD and CCN 

(Deckers, et al., 2017; Geist et al., 2016; van Tilborg & Deckers, 2016). Most proponents of core 

vocabulary acknowledge that it is conceptual and may therefore be more difficult to learn 

because the words themselves have multiple meanings and graphic representations of core words 

are opaque (Snodgrass et al., 2013). However, in comparison to concrete vocabulary, core 

vocabulary allows for a dramatic increase in opportunities for teaching and learning because 

words can be used across contexts, purposes, and partners both in isolation and in combination 

(Adamson et al., 1992; Deckers et al., 2017). This increase in opportunities to teach and learn 

receptive and expressive language makes core vocabulary appropriate as the focus of an initial 

lexicon for students with SCD and CCN in spite of its conceptual nature.  
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Creating a Prioritized Core Vocabulary  

With this belief in the power of core vocabulary as an initial lexicon for students with 

SCD and CCN, the team at the Center for Literacy and Disability Studies set out to identify and 

prioritize a comprehensive list of core vocabulary words. As we began the project, we were 

specifically interested in identifying a set of core words spanning grades K-12 that reflected the 

research in core vocabulary in AAC and the vocabulary that is needed to successfully 

communicate while in academic settings where college and career readiness standards are being 

taught.  

Our first step was to compile the vocabulary lists from four significant studies involving 

young children (Banajee et al., 2003; Beukelman, Jones, & Rowan, 1989; Marvin, Beukelman, & 

Bilyeu, 1994; Trembath et al., 2007). Next, widely used commercial and public domain core 

vocabulary lists were collected and added to the list compiled from the research. These included 

core vocabulary lists developed for commercially available AAC systems (i.e., Gateway1, 

GoTalk2, TouchChat3, and Word Power4), by school systems (e.g., Oakland School District in 

Michigan), and AAC specialists (e.g., Gail VanTatenhove). A total of 23 (see Appendix A) 

sources were used to compile a complete AAC core vocabulary list comprised of 394 unique 

words.  

All of the words were input into a spreadsheet and a count was conducted to determine 

the number of the 23 sources that included each of the 394 words. This count helped to prioritize 

the 394 words such that those that occurred regularly across the 23 sources had a higher count 

 
1 Manufactured by Communication Technology Resources. 200 Portland Road, Highlands, NJ 07732, 

USA. 
2 Manufactured by Attainment Company. 504 Commerce Parkway, Verona, WI, 53593, USA.  
3 Manufactured by Saltillo Corporation. 2143 Township Road, Millersburg, OH 44654, USA. 
4 Manufactured by Dynavox Mayer-Johnson. 2100 Wharton Street Pittsburgh, PA 15203, USA.  
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than those that occurred only on 1 or 2 of the sources. Additionally, the U-score was determined 

for each word. A U-score reflects the frequency and dispersion of words in written English 

(Zeno, Ivens, Millard, & Duvvuri, 1995), and provides an additional indicator of the relative 

importance of each word in academic contexts. Given the language and literacy abilities of 

students with SCD (Erickson & Geist, 2016), we used U-scores for written text at the elementary 

level. 

Limited research examining core vocabulary for school-age students in academic settings 

prompted the development of a new process to determine the core set of words that are required 

for success in classrooms focused on college and career readiness standards. Our first step was to 

identify all words in the college and career readiness standards in English language arts and 

mathematics that were specifically called out as words students need to say. This was done by 

examining each standard, grade K-12, and highlighting words that were explicitly called out (e.g. 

who, what, when, and where). A total of 202 words were added to this list through this process.  

Next, the standards were carefully analyzed to identify classes of words that were called 

out for expressive use (e.g., plural nouns, irregular past tense). These classes of words fell into 

categories: open-set and closed-set. Open-set categories of words are large, which makes it 

impossible to identify appropriate individual words (e.g. nouns and verbs). Closed-set categories 

of words are limited in size and the specific words that compose the set can be identified (e.g. 

pronouns or prepositions). Words that were specified within closed-sets were added to the core 

vocabulary list along with the words explicitly called out in college and career readiness 

standards. 

 The open-set categories as well as other expressive language demands of college and 

career readiness standards were then operationally defined (see Appendix B). Each of the words 
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in the list was then coded to indicate which of the 36 open-set word classes or expressive 

language demands the word would allow a student to accomplish. For example, each of the 

adjectives in the core vocabulary list was given a score of 1 because it met the open-class 

category of adjectives. Some adjectives received another score of 1 because they were also 

opposite pairs (e.g., big and little), which is another expressive language demand of college and 

career readiness standards. In the end, each of the words in the list could have a maximum score 

of 36. 

Weighting the Core Vocabulary Scores 

The process described above resulted in a list of 596 words. Each of the words received a 

score on the following indices: (1) number of the 23 core vocabulary lists on which the word 

appeared; (2) U-score; (3) number of closed-sets the word addresses; (4) number of open-sets 

and other expressive language demands the word addresses. Summing these raw scores did not 

adequately reflect the relative importance of each word. For example, the U-scores for words on 

the list range from below 1 to 52,474 as words such as congruent appear very infrequently in 

elementary level written text and words such as the appear very frequently across all texts. As a 

result, each of the indices was weighted in order to calculate the composite sore of the 

importance of each word included in the total set.  

Weighting of AAC Scores. Each word received a score that reflected the total number of 

the 23 core vocabulary lists on which it appeared. This raw count was multiplied by 10 to make 

sure the utility of the word in face-to-face communication was given significant weight in 

determining the relative importance of the word. 

Weighting of U-scores. This measure of frequency and dispersion in written English has a 

huge range with very few words in the entire corpus of written English having a U-score of 1,000 
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or more. The weighting system for U-scores was determined based on the U-scores that 

corresponded with the first 100, 500, and 1000 most frequent and disperse words. A weighted U-

score of 10 was given to words in the 100 most frequent and disperse words in written English. 

A weighted U-score of 5 was given to words in the 200-500 most frequent and disperse words in 

written English. A weighted U-score of 3 was given to words in the 600-1000 most frequent and 

disperse words in written English. No words on the list appeared outside of the 1000 most 

frequent and disperse list.  

Weighting of Open-class and Category Scores. The category scores were weighted based 

on the percent of words in the overall list that could be used to address an open class or category. 

In order to ensure that the selection of words has maximal representation from the range of open 

classes and categories required by college and career readiness standards, higher weighting was 

ascribed to the words in classes or categories that had fewer exemplars. For example, in the 

entire list of 596 words, there are 222 words (37%) in the noun open-class but only 1 that is in 

the collective noun class. This means that the single collective noun (school, as in a school of 

fish) needs a higher weight than any one of the 222 singular nouns that could be included. As a 

single word, school has a higher weight than the other 221 nouns because it is the only collective 

noun that students could use to express their understanding of collective nouns.  

To account for the percent of the 596 words that address each open-class or category, a 

score of 1 was assigned when 41% or more of the words could be used to meet a college and 

career readiness standard as called out in an open-class or language category. Scores were 

multiplied by 2 if 31-40% of the words could be used. Scores were multiplied by 3 if 21-30% of 

the words could be used, by 4 is 11-20% of the words could be used, and by 5 is 1-10% of the 
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words could be used to meet a college and career readiness standard as called out in an open-

class or language category.  

Combining the Weighted Scores. Weighted scores for AAC, U-score, and Open-Class or 

category were summed to create a rank score. The rank scores then served as indicators of the 

overall importance of each word or its priority as a word to include in supporting the expressive 

communication of students with SCD and CCN.  

From the DLM First 40 to the Universal Core Vocabulary  

This multiple step process resulted in a prioritized list of words that were used first to 

select the DLM First 40 (Dennis, Hatch & Erickson, 2013). These words were used in a variety 

of ways by the Dynamic Learning Maps Alternate Assessment Consortium to guide text and item 

development and support the early symbolic communication of students participating in the 

assessment who had no other means of expressive, symbolic communication. The DLM First 40 

was also the basis of the proposal to the US Department of Education, Office of Special 

Education Programs that resulted in Project Core (#H327S140017).  

As the team at the CLDS launched Project Core, one of our initial steps was assessing the 

expressive communication scores of students with SCD and CCN participating in the project. 

That initial round of assessments resulted in a group of more than 50 students with SCD and 

CCN who had no symbolic communication skills. As we looked at deploying the DLM First 40, 

we were struck by the fact that we had prioritized words that were meaningful in combination. 

Yet, the group of students we included in our development work had no symbolic 

communication. They were going to have to learn to use single symbols before we prioritized 

combining words in our intervention. As such, we went back to the prioritized list to identify a 

set of the fewest number of highly ranked words that fit the following criteria:  
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• Meaningful as single words  

• Can be combined meaningfully 

• Useful across environments, activities, and interactions 

To determine the total number of words to include, we worked to identify the smallest set of 

words meeting these criteria that also allowed adults to demonstrate aided AAC in every 

conceivable interaction across a typical school day. The final list of 36 (see Table 1) met this 

final condition.  

 

Table 1 

The Universal Core Vocabulary in Alphabetic Order 

all can different do finished get 

go good  he help here I  

in like it look make more 

not on open put same she 

some stop that turn up want 

what when where who why you 

 

Organizing and Representing the Universal Core Vocabulary 

Once we determined the vocabulary to include in the Universal Core vocabulary, we 

began to consider our approach to organizing and representing the vocabulary. We needed to 

make choices that would work for the full range of beginning communicators with significant 

cognitive disabilities. For example, we needed an organization that worked for student who 

could use direct selection as well as those would need scanning, eye-pointing, and arrays with 
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few symbols in each visual array to accommodate sensory or motor challenges. Similarly, we 

needed to select symbols that the full range of students with significant cognitive disabilities 

could learn and use. First, we describe issues we considered and decisions we made regarding 

organization and then issues we considered and decisions we made regarding symbols.  

Common Organizational Features. The first decision we made was to forego 

organization based on the Fitzgerald key approach. The Fitzgerald key was originally designed to 

teach English language to individuals who are deaf (McDonald & Schultz, 1973). Although there 

are variations, the Fitzgerald key typically organizes vocabulary from left to right with word 

classes in columns so that similar types of words are grouped together (e.g., pronouns, nouns, 

verbs). This symbol arrangement is intended to help the communicator select words from left to 

right, combining symbols to create grammatical phrases or sentences such as I like that (i.e., 

subject + verb + object). We did not choose this approach because it is not supported by research 

(Beukelman & Mirenda, 2013), and the students who are the focus of our work are learning to 

use single symbols. By the time they are combining 3 or more words in grammatical order, they 

should be using more robust communication systems that support more complex forms of 

communication than are possible with the Universal Core vocabulary alone.  

Another feature that is common to AAC organization, especially with organizations 

based on part of speech like the Fitzgerald key, is the use of background color coding. With this 

approach, words in the same word class all have the same background color or cell outline. The 

approach is intended to support communicators in locating the desired word. Research in the past 

decade suggests that background color coding in grids with fewer than 64 symbols provides 

limited cues to support locating symbols and can actually interfere with the visual search for 

symbols in smaller grids (Light, et. al, 2019; Thistle & Wilkinson, 2009; Wilkinson & Coombs, 
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2010; Wilkinson & Snell, 2011). In an effort to eliminate potential interference with searching 

for a desired symbol, we did not use background color coding. 

The Universal Core Organizations. Good usability (i.e., easy to learn and use) for 

teachers with little to no background in AAC and support for student access through either direct 

selection, partner-assisted scanning or eye gaze, were the design priorities for the Universal Core 

formats that are available for download from the Project Core website. The simple layouts in the 

various formats are aimed at increasing the teaching and learning opportunities for students who 

would not otherwise have access to personal AAC systems with the words in the Universal Core 

vocabulary.  

The specific layouts include: (1) a 36-location layout that is best suited to students whose 

language, vision and access abilities support visually scanning an array of 36 words/symbols and 

pointing in some way to make selections; (2) a 4-page book layout with 9 medium-size 

symbols on each page for students who can point in some way to make selections but need a 

slightly larger target; (3) a 9-page layout with 4 large symbols on each page for students who 

can point in some way to make selections but need a large target; (4) a 9-page book for 

partner-assisted scanning with 4 symbols on each page presented in an in-line format to promote 

consistent auditory and/or visual presentation of symbol choices by communication partners for 

students who cannot point in some way to make selections; and (5) a 9-page book for eye gaze 

selection with symbols in each corner of see-through pages. Symbols with high saturation/low 

complexity are available for all formats to address the needs of some students with visual 

impairments. 

To reduce the learning demands for teachers and students as they move from one format 

to another, the organization of the various formats are all related. We created the layouts with 
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fewer symbols on each page by dividing the 36-location into four 3x3 blocks and nine 2x2 

blocks. For the 4-page book layout with 9 medium-size symbols on each page, the layout of 

each of the four pages matches a 3x3 quadrant from 36-location. The first page matches the 

layout of the symbols in the quadrant in the upper left corner of the 36-location format. The 

second page matches the layout of the symbols in the quadrant in the upper right corner of the 

36-location format, and so on. For the 9-page book for partner-assisted scanning with 4 symbols 

on each page, the layout of each page of the nine pages matches a 2x2 set of symbols from the 

36-location format. The first page is the first 2x2 set of symbols in the upper left corner. The 

second page is the middle 2x2 set of symbols across the top. The third page is the 2x2 set of 

symbols in the upper right corner. The fourth page is the 2x2 set of symbols in the middle on the 

left and so on, moving left to right, top to bottom on the 36-location format.  

This design approach is also intended to reduce the learning demands for students who 

may start with a 4- or 9-location book format and move to a 36-location format as they grow in 

their communication abilities. This is a deliberately simple approach to offering consistency 

across the different open-source formats. These formats are not intended to indicate research-

based guidance on where to position graphic symbols on similar displays or overlays, but rather 

serve as one approach to explore and, as appropriate, modify.  

Symbol Selection. The research regarding graphic symbols focuses predominantly on the 

transparency, or the ease with which the meaning of symbols can be determined without 

instruction. However, in the context of core vocabulary, transparency has little meaning because 

the words are conceptual rather than concrete. As a result, the symbols do not represent things, 

they represent ideas. Furthermore, the research suggests that transparency is not especially 

helpful to individuals who are learning to use graphic symbols but have minimal to no 
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comprehension of spoken language (Stephenson, 2009). Instead they learn the symbols they are 

taught (Romski & Sevcik, 2005), especially when they understand the use of symbols as 

referents in natural communicative interactions (Stephenson, 2009).  

Without much research to support our decisions, we decided to focus our efforts on 

representing the Universal Core vocabulary with the most common symbols sets used in AAC, in 

order to make sure that students have access to communication displays that use symbols like 

those that are most often used in the environments where they live and learn. As such, each of 

the Universal Core displays is available in Picture Communication Symbols™5 (standard and 

high contrast), SymbolStix®6, and Widgit Symbols©7, the three most common symbols sets.  

Representing the Universal Core with 3D Symbols  

The first phase of Project Core was a development phase during which we worked 

closely with classrooms to iteratively create and evaluate the various components of the 

implementation model. In our first school, one of the students participating in the project was 

blind, which left her unable to see the visual displays of the Universal Core vocabulary. It was 

clear that we had to create tactile representations of the symbols to make them accessible to her. 

Our first approach was to create our own following the approach to tactile symbols developed by 

the Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (https://www.tsbvi.edu/tactile-symbols), 

which involve glueing textured materials to a base background. A few of the words in the 

Universal Core vocabulary appeared in their library of symbols (i.e., finished, help, more), and 

we started with them. We brought them to the classroom, but had to remove them quickly when 

a peer picked one up and put it in his mouth. Those little bits we glued onto the surface presented 

 

5 Picture Communication Symbols® 1981–2019 by Mayer-Johnson LLC https://goboardmaker.com/ 

6 SymbolStix© pictures are under the copyright of SymbolStix, LLC www.n2y.com  

7 Widgit Symbols© Widgit Software 2002-2019 www.widgit.com   

https://www.tsbvi.edu/tactile-symbols
https://goboardmaker.com/
http://www.n2y.com/
http://www.widgit.com/
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a choking hazard. We needed another solution. Creating the symbols with a 3D printer offered 

that solution. It also offered other important benefits, the most important being that multiple, 

near duplicate versions of the same symbol could be produced. As a result, when symbols are 

lost or destroyed, time to relearn is minimized and, perhaps, eliminated.  

The 3D symbols representing the Universal Core vocabulary were designed to maximize 

the tactile features to help students learn to distinguish between symbols that are made from the 

same material. As a starting place, the base for each word class (e.g., adjective, pronoun, verb) 

was assigned a distinct shape, texture, and color (see Table 2).  

Table 2 

3D Symbol Base Descriptions 

Word Class Shape Edge Texture Color 

adverb circle  bumps (reverse golf ball dimples) yellow 

adjective heart   smooth blue 

pronoun  hexagon  cross hatch white 

preposition square  horizontal grooves  green 

verb triangle  vertical ridges like a quarter red 

noun trapezoid horizontal wavy grooves  orange 

interjection pentagon 
single string of bumps (string of pearls) 

black 

 

All symbols also have the word indicated in braille and print. The braille was intentionally 

placed along the top of the symbol so that students with severe physical impairments could feel it 

under their fingertips when an adult placed the symbol face-up in the palm of the child’s hand 

(see Figure 1). While these students lack motor skills required to read braille independently, we 
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wanted to provide them with access to the label on the symbol to support their understanding 

over time. The printed word is stamped on the symbol to ensure that adults name the symbol in 

the same way each time it is used.  

 

 

Figure 1. 3D Symbol with Braille under Student’s Finger Tips in Hand with Palm Up 

The feature that distinguishes each word from one another is the object that appears, 

centered, on the top of each symbol. When possible, we used the rules established by the Texas 

School for the Blind and Visually Impaired to define these objects (e.g., the ripples on the LIKE 

symbol in Figure 1 mimics the corrugated cardboard recommended for the symbol by the Texas 

School for the Blind and Visually Impaired). When guidance was not available, we created a 

solution that conceptually conveyed the meaning to the greatest extent possible. We do not 

expect students to learn these connections (e.g., an arrow is a symbol that conveys direction), but 

we wanted the solution to make sense to the adults who encounter them.   

Initially, we had 3D representations for three, then 13, 18, and finally all 36 of the 

symbols in the Universal Core vocabulary. They are  available for download  from the Project 

Core website (http://www.project-core.com/3d-symbols/). 

http://www.project-core.com/3d-symbols/
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Universal Core on Communication Applications and Speech Generating Devices  

 While we were developing the DLM First 40, the initial core vocabulary identified by the 

Center for Literacy and Disabilities Studies, we began collaborating with AAC manufacturers 

and developers. Our goal was to create clear connections between the vocabulary we selected 

and the vocabulary students were likely to encounter if they acquired a communication 

application (app) or a speech generating device (SGD). When Project Core was funded, we 

continued this work through regular meetings and communication with app and SGD 

manufacturers and developers. 

Beginning in early 2019, app and SGD manufacturers and developers began to 

systematically support students who are transitioning from a low-tech version of the Universal 

Core vocabulary to their more robust solutions. These supports range from documents that 

describe where the Universal Core vocabulary is located in various apps and SGDs to specific 

users that feature the Universal Core vocabulary with all other vocabulary masked. These 

solutions are available on the Project Core web site (www.project-core.com/app-and-sgd-

product-keys/).  

Regardless of which app or SGD a student uses, we recommend that all students have 

access to at least the 36 words included in the Universal Core vocabulary. Many communication 

apps and SGDs offer these core words as part of their robust vocabulary options, but the 

organization of the vocabulary varies across systems. As such, we began by helping teams 

identify where each of the Universal Core vocabulary words is located on each student’s device, 

as well as noting how to efficiently access each word. A simple key to support the access of 

Universal Core vocabulary across devices is available for download from the Project Core 

website (www.project-core.com/key). When a word is not available or the organization does not 

http://www.project-core.com/app-and-sgd-product-keys/
http://www.project-core.com/app-and-sgd-product-keys/
http://www.project-core.com/key
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support efficient access to each word, we recommend considering the addition of the word(s) or 

revising the organization to make the 36 Universal Core vocabulary words more readily 

available. 

Conclusion  

Our work to identify, organize, and represent the vocabulary found in the Universal Core 

vocabulary is just one part of Project Core and its successor, Building Bridges. We have also 

built an entire implementation model including readiness assessments, action planning tools, 

professional development, instructional planning tools, and self-reflection/observation checklists. 

This implementation model is focused on helping students move toward intentional, 

conventional, and ultimately symbolic communication in the context of naturalistic interactions 

across the school day.  

Depending on the diversity of needs among their students, teachers may have a range of 

core vocabulary layouts to support their classrooms. While we recommend the use of shared 

classroom supports (such as poster-size communication displays) to increase opportunities for 

students to see symbols demonstrated during group lessons, these shared classroom supports 

should not replace demonstration on personal AAC systems. Demonstrating on each student’s 

personal AAC system as much as possible will help students make important connections and 

show them what is possible with their personal AAC system. For more information about this 

and other specifics of the Project Core implementation model, visit the project website 

(www.project-core.com). 

 

  

http://www.project-core.com/
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APPENDIX A 

Core Vocabulary Sources  

Source Total Number of Core Words 

(1) Banajee, M., Dicarlo, C., Stricklin, S. (2003) 23 

(2) Beukelman, D., Jones, R., & Rowan, M. (1989) 230 

(3) Trembath, D., Balandin, S., & Togher, L. (2007) 283 

(4) Marvin, C., Beukelman, D., & Bilyeu, D. (1994) 313 

(5) Clendon, S. (2006) 149 

(6) Clendon, S. (2006) – most frequent subset 39 

(7) Van Tatenhove, First 10  8 

(8) Van Tatenhove, First 20 16 

(9) Van Tatenhove, First 30 30 

(10) Van Tatenhove, First 60 54 

(11) Van Tatenhove, Adding More Words  64 

(12) Go Talk (32 location) 28 

(13) Touch Chat (32 location)  28 

(14) WordPower  107 

(15) Gateway 12 (Child) 8 

(16) Gateway 20 (Child) 10 

(17) Gateway 30 (Teen) 13 

(18) Gateway 40 (Child) 20 

(19) Gateway 60 (Child)  34 

(20) Gateway 60 (Teen) 34 

(21) Gateway Pro 65 

(22) Talera 32 28 

(23) Armen 40  34 
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APPENDIX B 

Operational Definitions of Open and Closed-Set Word Categories 

Categories Description of Words in Category. Exceptions 

Ask Questions Wh- question words (e.g., who, what, where, why, 

when, and how).  

Auxiliary verbs and modals excluded 

because they do not have meaning as 

single words. 

Define Author/ Illustrator Pronouns, verbs, and nouns (e.g., story, picture).  The verb take excluded because it must be 

used with an object (e.g., those or pictures) 

to indicate photographic illustrations. 

Describe Adjectives, adverbs and number words.  Adverbs such as really, very, and too were 

excluded. 

Compare/ Contrast Pronouns, nouns (e.g., dog, cat), descriptors, 

prepositions (e.g., in, out), verbs with a counterpart 

that is opposite, and the word not for broad 

application. 

 

Opinion Adjectives, adverbs, verbs.  Excluded all pronouns or nouns. 

Request Clarification Question words, verbs (e.g., help, like), and repetition 

(e.g., again, more).  

 

Pronouns Closed set.  

Feelings Emotional states and physical states.  Excluded adverbs such as so, very, really, 

and too. 

Verbs Verbs that appear on the top 1,000 verbs in English 

list.  

Source: http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-

1000-verbs.aspx  

 

Nouns Nouns that appear on the top 1,5000 nouns in English 

list. Source: 

http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-1500-

nouns.aspx  

 

Regular Plurals Closed set.  

http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-1000-verbs.aspx
http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-1000-verbs.aspx
http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-1500-nouns.aspx
http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-1500-nouns.aspx
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Prepositions Single-word prepositions. Source:  

http://www.english-grammar-revolution.com/list-of-

prepositions.html  

Next and because excluded because they 

must be combined with other words to be 

prepositions (e.g., next to, because of). 

Antonyms Included antonyms if the opposite word is represented 

in the list. 

 

Possessive Pronouns Closed Set.   

Conjunctions Single-word conjunctions. Excluded either and neither because both 

must be used with or/nor. 

Determiners Closed Set.  

Sequence Prepositions (e.g., before, after), adverbs (e.g., then, 

next), and numbers (e.g., first, fourth). Included 

numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., and completion words such as 

finished, done, and over. 

 

Collective Nouns Closed set.  

Irregular Plurals  Closed set.  

Reflexive Pronouns Closed set.  

Irregular Past Tense  Irregular past tense verbs that appear on the 50 Most 

Common Irregular Verbs in English list. Source:  

http://www.esl-lounge.com/reference/grammar-

reference-most-common-irregular-verb-list.php  

 

Adverbs Adverbs that appear on the Top 250 Adverbs in 

English list. Source:  

http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-250-

adverbs.aspx  

 

Text Parts Included words such as chapter, title, cover, 

paragraph and parts of a story (e.g., characters, plot) 

or book (e.g., table) and paper (i.e., what someone 

wrote 

Excluded text-type descriptors such as 

fiction, real, and pretend. 

Time Prepositions, numbers, adverb (e.g., when), nouns 

(e.g., day, today), numbers 1, 2, 3, etc.  

 

Cause and Effect Conjunctions, prepositions, adverbs (e.g., if, then, 

before, after, because, since, so), and the specific 

words problem, cause and effect. 

 

http://www.english-grammar-revolution.com/list-of-prepositions.html
http://www.english-grammar-revolution.com/list-of-prepositions.html
http://www.esl-lounge.com/reference/grammar-reference-most-common-irregular-verb-list.php
http://www.esl-lounge.com/reference/grammar-reference-most-common-irregular-verb-list.php
http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-250-adverbs.aspx
http://www.talkenglish.com/vocabulary/top-250-adverbs.aspx
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Abstract Nouns Closed set.  

Future Tense Closed set.   

Comparative/Superlative Closed set.  

Coordinating/Subordinating 

Conjunctions 

Closed set.  

Measurable Attributes Dimension, length, long, light, around, high, and 

measurement terms (e.g., inches, feet).  

 

Progressive Verb Tenses Past, present and future progressive verb tenses. Note: 

words are not meaningful as single words given that 

all progressive tense verbs require word combinations.  

Excluded present perfect progressive, past 

perfect progressive, or future perfect 

progressive because they must all be 

combined with been. 

Modal Auxiliaries Closed set.   

Correlative Conjunctions Closed set.  

Shapes The names of shapes (e.g., circle, square, triangle)  

Describe Angles, Shapes, 

Figures & Dimensions 

Adjectives, numerals, some prepositions (e.g., in, out, 

on, beside). 

 

Rhyming Words Any pair or more of rhyming words in the entire list.  
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